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Servair Solutions wins service integration contract
for the new low-cost and long-haul airline, French blue
Roissy, 25 May 2016 - Servair Solutions, the facilities management offer from SERVAIR, French
market leader and 4

th

largest company worldwide in airline catering and logistics, continues its

collaboration with Groupe Dubreuil, owner of Air Caraïbes, winning the services integration contract for
its new low-cost airline, French blue.

Servair Solutions partners with French blue

Servair Solutions has been selected by French blue, the first French low-cost and long-haul airline, to
manage its onboard services for a period of 3 years.

Servair Solutions, specialist in managed onboard services, has developed a tailored offer centered
around four areas of expertise including engineering, procurement, administration and finance and
logistics. Servair Solutions has a presence in about twenty airports and has a global network of 150
suppliers.

Proactive in terms of improvement, development and innovation in line with French blue's qualitative
and economic goals, Servair Solutions provides, among other things, management, inventory,
catering, on-board equipment and facilities and laundry. It also designs fitting out plans, offers
accounting assistance and control and monitoring of suppliers as well as operational and
administrative reporting.

French blue's goals

French blue will be opening a route from Paris Orly to Punta Cana with 4 flights a week from 10
September 2016 with a brand new Airbus A330-300, to be delivered on 26 June.

In June 2017, French blue will complement its offer with two new destinations in the Indian Ocean:
Reunion and the Mauritius. Two Airbus A350-900s will join the French blue fleet in 2017 and 2018,
taking the total to three large aircraft.
SERVAIR is the leading French and African operator in the airline catering and cleaning business. Ranked fourth on a
worldwide basis, with its partners and subsidiaries, SERVAIR offers airlines a range of services essential to air transport and
passenger comfort at approximately 44 airports around the world. Its requirements in terms of quality and know-how have made
Servair a real driving force for its 120 client companies, whose commercial offer to passengers it helps improve, whilst ensuring
strict compliance with the requirements of transport protocol.
For more information, please visit www.servair.fr

FRENCH BLUE: First French low-cost and long-haul airline, French blue, is a subsidiary of the Dubreuil Group and a sister
company of Air Caraïbes. From September 2016 the airline will be offering 3 weekly flights between Paris Orly Sud and Punta
Cana in the Dominican Republic. In 2017, French blue will also be operating flights from Paris to Reunion and the Mauritius. By
2018 French blue will be operating a fleet of three long-haul aircraft (1 Airbus A330 and 2 Airbus A350s), under the French flag.
www.frenchblue.com
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